Abstract: Near Set Theory has various applications in the literature. In this paper, using the concept descriptive nearness, we show how to perform iris recognition. This process has a few algorithms given via Mathematica Script Language.
Near set theory introduced rst by Riesz is extended and enriched by many researcher such as Di Concilio, Herrlich, Efremovic and Naimpally [1] [2] [3] [4] 7] . Recently, Peters introduced descriptively near sets as means of solving pattern recognition problems [5, 6] . We will give some information before introducing the iris recognition system. We assume that the eye image to be recognised consists only of the pupil, and that the background of the image has a single color, as shown Figure 1 . When the occasion arises, we will give some brief information about the functions we use in the mathematica script language. We rst assign our eye image to the varible image. Let the variables width and height denotes the number of pixel columns and that of pixel rows in image, respectively. This variables are given in Mathematica by {widht, height} = ImageDimensions [image] ;. In addition, with the help of Mathematica, we de ne the variable totalPixelCount to be used for writing code later in the following way: totalPixelCount = width*height;. We need the color value displayed by each pixel in the variable image. In Mathematica, the built-in function ImageData will satisfy the requirement by giving the array of pixel's color values in image. We assign the output of the function ImageData that takes as the input image to the variable idata. To obtain the color value of the pixel which is positioned in the i-th row and the j-th column of image, we use idata i, j , which results in the output a three-element list whose each element has a real value range of to . Such a three-element list corresponds to a unique color in the RGB color model. For example, the lists ., ., ., ., ., ., ., ., ., ., ., ., ., ., . corresponds the colors black, white, red, green and blue, respectively.
Probe functions and descriptive nearness
Let X be a nonempty set and, for each i ∈ Nn = , , . . . , n, ϕ i : X → R a fuction, called a probe function, each of which represents a feature of each element in X. Φ = {ϕ , ϕ , ..., ϕn} is a set of probe functions given for X. Let Φ(x) be a vector of features' values describing x ∈ X. The descriptive neighborhood of x ∈ X is the set N Φ(x) = y ∈ X | n i= |ϕ i (x) − ϕ i (y)| < ε where ε > . We de ne three probe functions on the set of the color values of all pixels in image. We denote by ϕ i (pos) the color value of the pixel positioned x-th row and y-th column in the variable idata where i ∈ { , , } and pos = (x, y). In Mathematica, we de ne these functions, called probe functions by ϕ i [pos_] := idata pos pos ;. As mentioned above, it is easy to see that the codomains of the probe functions ϕ , ϕ and ϕ includes the color values corresponding the color channels red, green and blue, respectively. We de ne a distance function on the set (N width × N height ) by which consists of the positions of the pixels in image whose distance from pos is less than the threshold value ε. It is easy to see that the cardinality of N ϕ(p) is decreasing while the threshold value ε is getting close to . By using Mathematica, we give dNgbhd function for descriptive neighborhood of a pixel in image in Algorithm 1 where the list isProcessed is de ned by isProcessed = 
Descriptive neighborhood system
Let X be a nonempty set and Φ = {ϕ , ϕ , . . . , ϕn} a set of probe functions given for X. Φ-descriptive neighborhood system for X is a set
Given a threshold value ε, we obtain a number of descriptive neighborhoods. It is easy to check that these neighborhoods is pairwise disjoint and the union of them gives image's own all pixels. That is, the set of these neighborhoods, called descriptive neighborhood system, is partititon for image.
It is assumed that the neighborhood system is empty, which is written in Mathematica language by ngbhSystem = {};, before the Iris recognition process begins. After this process is completed, the obtained descriptive neighborhood system speci es the characteristic of the iris in the variable image. The algorithm that performs iris recognition is given in Algorithm 2. 
Algorithm 2: The algorithm performing iris recognition
In Algorithm 2, nested For loops scan all pixels in image. In the If statement at the third line, the pixel at p-th row and q-th column is checked by determining whether or not it has already been processed. If the pixel at p-th row and q-th column has already been processed which means that isProcessed p q has the value True, then the inner loop jumps to the end of the loop and continues to execute with the next iteration; otherwise, the algorithm continues in the following way: A temporary variable called tempNgbh is assigned the ε-descriptive neighborhood of the pixel at p-th row and q-th column. Then, If the variable tempNgbh is nonempty, it is appended to the variable ngbhSystem that represents the descriptive neighborhood system.
Visualizing the characterized iris
Given in the preceding section, the algorithm produces ngbhSystem as a nonempty set which store information data characterizing the iris in the image. It is natural to ask how to visualize the characterization of the iris in the image. We answer in a rmative sense this question via Mathematica Language:
In the code block of Algorithm 3, we have the process that visualize the information that ngbhSystem has stored about the iris in the image by a certain ε value.
It is seen in Figure 2 that, by di erent ε values, we have the visual corresponds of descriptive neighborhood systems each of which characterizes the iris image shown in Figure 1 . As the value of ε decreases, the cardinality of the neighborhood system increases. The cardinalities of descriptive neighborhood systems corresponding the values of ε is given as follows: This means that when we take the ε value small enough, an obtained characterization of the iris in the image can be made provided as strong as desired. If one wishes to compare two irises belonging to di erent human beings, one would use the cardinalities of the corresponding descriptive neighborhood systems to these irises and those of their each element as a comparison tool.
